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The need for renewable and non-fossil fuels is now recognised by nations throughout the world.

Consequently, an understanding of alternative energy is needed both in schools and in everyday

life-long learning situations. This study developed a two-tier instrument to diagnose students’

understanding and alternative conceptions about alternative energy in terms of: sources of

alternative energy, greenhouse gas emission, as well as advantages, and disadvantages. Results

obtained with Years 10 and 11 students (n ¼ 491) using the 12-item two-tier instrument (a ¼

0.61) showed that students’ understanding of alternative energy was low (M ¼ 7.03; SD ¼ 3.90).

The 23 alternative conceptions about alternative energy sources that could be identified from the

instrument are reported. The implications for teaching and learning about alternative energy and

suggestions for further development and improvement of the instrument are presented.

Keywords: Alternative Energy; Environmental Education; Alternative Conceptions; Two-

Tier Test Items; Diagnostic Assessment

Introduction

The world’s population is rapidly increasing causing a rise in the demand for energy

use. Conventionally, the sources of energy used worldwide are coal, oil, and other
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fossil fuels such as natural gas. However, concerns about the depletion of these fossil

fuels, particularly of oil, and their impact on the environment and sustainability is so

huge that groups of countries have developed environmental protection policies, such

as the Kyoto Protocol, to curb the contribution to global warming through Clean

Development Mechanisms, carbon emission trading, and joint implementation

(United Nations for Framework Convention on Climate Change [UNFCCC],

2011a). Consequently, many developed countries have pledged to reduce carbon

emissions with the Kyoto Protocol as their guide. In addition, the Conference of the

Parties was established in 2012 to put into effect a binding global climate treaty. Sub-

sequently, this date was extended to 2020, to enable countries to make their commit-

ment to reducing carbon emission more concrete. Strategies for targets to be met by

2050 for a sustainable future include cutting carbon emissions, reaching cap and trade

agreements, and going carbon-neutral (UNFCCC, 2011b). A large part of these strat-

egies to meet these targets are to utilise alternative energy sources.

The sources of energy that are alternative to fossil fuels, focused upon in this study,

are renewable energy such as solar, hydropower, geothermal, wind, ocean energy, and

biomass energy. The non-renewable nuclear energy source and hydrogen fuel cells

were also included in this study due to frequent references to these sources. The pro-

vision of electric power, transportation, and heating/cooling needs of the world had

been suggested to be feasible from a combination of sources mainly from the wind,

water, and the sun (WWS) with the other alternative energy sources—geothermal,

hydropower, and ocean energy—filling in the gaps (Delucchi & Jacobson, 2011).

However, a full conversion to WWS power worldwide is not recognised due to tech-

nological or economic barriers but due to social and political barriers. In order to

reduce and eliminate these social and political barriers, the understanding of two

main factors was considered to be important in this study. The first factor is how effi-

cient these alternative energy sources are compared to each other and to fossil fuels.

The second set of factors are what are the advantages and disadvantages of these

alternative sources of energy, in particular, the amount of greenhouse gas emitted

and the cost to produce these sources.

Objectives of the Study

Schools can play an important role in increasing the understanding of alternative

energy among students who will be the future generation of energy users and develo-

pers. The purpose of this study was to develop a two-tiered diagnostic instrument to

identify conceptions and common alternative conceptions about each of the alterna-

tive energy sources (solar, hydropower, nuclear, geothermal, wind, chemical energy;

ocean energy and biomass energy).

Perspectives and Theoretical Framework

Studies on energy have investigated the understanding of energy as a whole, rather

than of alternative energy sources. For example, a high percentage of lower sixth
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form students did not understand the key concepts of energy and little correlation has

been found between their abilities in the application of qualitative knowledge and

quantitative reasoning (Goldring & Osborne, 1994). Such ‘shallow learning’ using

quantitative variables can be avoided by developing knowledge and understanding

of qualitative concepts (White, 1992). In order for the understanding of concepts

to be ‘deeper’, students’ understanding first needs to be elicited.

Students have been found to have alternative conceptions about many concepts,

and these conceptions refer to students’ inappropriate conceptions that are not in

tandem the ones understood by the worldwide scientific community (Anderson,

2007). If these alternative conceptions are not challenged, they can interfere with

the integration of new information, resulting in more deeply held alternative con-

ceptions (Duit & Treagust, 2003; Duit, Treagust, & Widodo, 2013). Many teaching

and learning approaches that facilitate conceptual change (from alternative to scien-

tifically acceptable conceptions) have been reviewed by Wenning (2008). In all these

conceptual change approaches, the determination of students’ alternative conceptions

is the first step. This can be easily and efficiently ascertained and scored with the use of

two-tier diagnostic tests (Treagust, 1988; Tsai & Chou, 2002).

Many two-tier diagnostic instruments have been developed to determine under-

standing and alternative conceptions of concepts and principles in science among stu-

dents due to their ease of use and efficiency in the determination of students’

alternative conceptions. Some two-tier instruments that have been developed in the

past are presented in the online supplementary material.

The two-tier diagnostic instruments consist of a first tier with the content part and a

second tier with a reasoning part related to the content of the first tier. These two-tier

diagnostic instruments have the advantage over one tier instruments as they test stu-

dents’ reasoning and afford a sensitive and effective way of assessing meaningful learn-

ing among students (Chandrasegaran, Treagust, & Mocerino, 2007) while providing

the ability to gain an insight into students’ mental models more efficiently (McClary &

Bretz, 2012).

A determination of whether or not the concepts about alternative energy are under-

stood adequately by students in their final year of secondary schools would be useful

in order to help them contribute to society as future citizens. The information sub-

sequently made available can assist teachers in their planning and conduct of

lessons to enable students to understand these concepts. People in life-long learning

situations can also use the instrument developed in this study as part of their determi-

nation of their understanding about alternative energy sources.

Studies on Alternative Conceptions about Alternative Energy Sources

Although there have been many studies on students’ conceptions of energy, most did

not involve alternative energy sources. Research on understanding and alternative

conceptions of alternative energy sources has been mainly for policy-makers or for

the general public.

212 I. P.-A. Cheong et al.
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Table 1. Alternative conceptions of alternative energy found from the literature

Sources of energy

M1. Water heating by laying pipes under the ground under one metre of earth is geothermal energy.a

M2. Hydrogen fuel cell is labelled as an alternative energy source.b

M3. Solar cells are used to generate energy to heat up water only.c

M4. Nuclear energy is renewable energy since it is an alternative energy.d

M5. Solar photovoltaics will only work when there is direct sunlight.e

M6. Hydropower only works if there is lots of water stored behind a dam from a very tall height.f & g

Energy conversion in generating electricity

M7. Renewable energy resources are limited compared to the use of traditional energy resources.m–o

M8. Using renewable energy resources would not decrease the use of fossil fuels.m–o

Greenhouse gas emission

M9. Hydrogen fuel cells produce water as a waste product which portrays it as a clean energy

source.b

M10. All alternative energy are environmentally friendly and free from pollution.j

M11. Nuclear energy is the clean solution to global warming.h

M12. Geothermal energy is hailed for clean air emission.p & q

Cost (Electricity and consumption)

M13. Renewable energy would not cost anything. m–o

Advantages and disadvantages

M14. Wind turbines produce too much noise that can be heard up to several kilometres.l

M15. Wind turbines kill a lot of birds.l

M16. Nuclear power plants were mistakenly thought to be able to explode like an atomic or nuclear

bomb.e

aBratley (2007).

bRomm (2004).

cKomp (1995).

dBoylan (2008).

eOehmen (2011).

fLoo and Loo (2007).

gDuncan and Kennett (2009).

hFleming (2007).

jRicker (2008).

kThinkQuest (2001).

lMathew (2006).

mWilkenfield, Hamilton, and Saddler (2007).

nNeedham (2008).

oDiesendorf (2010).

pWimer, LaMori, and Grant (1977).

qPalmerini (1993).
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Very little data are available pertaining to studies on students’ conceptions of

alternative energy sources. Table 1 lists the alternative conceptions about energy

that are different from the traditional alternative conceptions about energy sources

from fossil fuels.

In terms of sources of energy, hydrogen fuel cells and nuclear energy have been mis-

taken to be renewable sources of energy (Romm, 2004). Limited versions or forms of

the sources of energy seem to be understood, for example, the understanding that

solar energy is limited to producing hot water only (Komp, 1995) or works only

when there is direct sunlight (Oehmen, 2011). Similarly, views are held that hydro-

power is limited to water being stored behind a very large dam (Loo & Loo, 2007).

The alternative conception that was prevalent seemed to be that the use of renew-

able energy sources would be insufficient to provide for the whole world’s need for

energy (Diesendorf, 2010; Needham, 2008; Wilkenfield et al., 2007). However, it

has been claimed that with WWS complemented by other alternative energy

sources from geothermal, hydropower, and ocean power, it is possible to supply

energy needed for the whole world (Delucchi & Jacobson, 2011).

In terms of emission of greenhouse gases, it seems that all or many of the renewable

energy sources (hydrogen fuel cells, nuclear, and geothermal) were mistakenly under-

stood to not produce any greenhouse gases when they are converted to usable energy

(Fleming, 2007; Palmerini, 1993; Ricker, 2008; Romm, 2004; Wimer et al., 1977). In

addition, students confused the greenhouse effect with the effect on the ozone layer

(Boyes & Stanisstreet, 1993; Hansen, 2010) and explanations for causes of global

warming were varied (Niebert, Riemeier, & Gropengiesser, 2013).

Other notable alternative conceptions arise from the misunderstanding that all

renewable energy sources of energy do not cost anything (Diesendorf, 2010;

Needham, 2008; Wilkenfield et al., 2007); that wind energy involved too much

noise and killed too many birds; or that nuclear power plants are able to explode

like an atomic bomb (Oehmen, 2011).

Design of Study

The development of this instrument was made possible with the responses obtained

from students in Brunei with the final validation of the instrument made with Years

10–11 students. Hence, a brief description is provided to explain the background

of Brunei’s energy supply and consumption patterns, commitments to use of alterna-

tive energy as well as the curriculum that the students in Brunei had undergone.

Background of Brunei

Brunei, acceded to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in

2007 (UNFCCC, 2011c), and is moving towards the development of alternative

energy sources. At present, Brunei is heavily dependent on oil and gas as energy

sources. The production of energy, such as for electrical power in the country, is

mainly (99.7%) from natural gas (Mohammad Ali, 2013). The viability of using

214 I. P.-A. Cheong et al.
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natural resources to produce renewable energy, such as solar energy, wind energy, or

hydropower, has been investigated, and moves to initiate the development of these

alternative energies are being made. Alternative energy is seen as the key solution

for future energy supplies and an attempt to address the potentially catastrophic

effects of global climate change. Brunei exports most of the oil (7.29 Mt in 2011)

and natural gas produced (0.54 Mt in 20011) (USEIA, 2011).

The estimated population in Brunei was 414,400 in 2010 (Department of Econ-

omic Planning and Development, 2011). Brunei ranks high with the rest of the

world in the human development index (30th) at 0.855 for 2012 (United Nations

Human Development Programme [UNHDP], 2013), adult literacy rate (38th) at

92.67% (World Development Indicators Database, 2006), and in spending on edu-

cation (6th) at 9.1% of GDP spent (UNHDP, 2002). Students in Brunei take the

Brunei-Cambridge General Certificate of Education Ordinary level (B-C GCE O

level) examination (at the upper secondary level usually at Year 11); and the

Brunei-Cambridge General Certificate of Education Advanced level (BC-GCE A

level) examination, which equates to UK GCE Advanced standard (at the pre-univer-

sity level, usually at Year 13) (Universities and Colleges Admission Service, 2013).

Brunei also ranks high in comparative education quality standards: Primary education

(20th); Educational system (25th); Quality of mathematics and science education

(23rd); Higher education and training (57%) (Schwab, 2013). However, this empha-

sis on education in Brunei may not be reflected in the consideration for sustainable use

of energy. Brunei’s carbon emission is miniscule compared to the rest of the world at

8.27 million metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) in 2010, but Brunei ranks high in

electrical power consumption per capita, 20th out of 121 countries at 7615 kWh

per capita (World Development Indicators Database, 2004).

For the Brunei Years 10 and 11 science syllabus, reference to alternative energy

sources can be considered superficial and is not covered in depth. The content from

the Years 10 and 11 Brunei syllabus and the comparison with the American Association

for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Strand Maps (2014) are shown in Table 2.

It appears that the science curriculum from the AAAS strand maps for Energy

Resources dealt with these three areas of study: the finiteness of the resources for

energy; the limiting factors of costs of obtaining energy; and the environmental con-

sequences of different ways to obtain, transform, and distribute energy at US Grades

6–8 (Brunei Years 6–8). In Brunei, these principles are dealt with in isolation and

usually at the Years 10–11 levels.

Methodology

Qualitative and quantitative methods were utilised in this study, involving a sample of

491 Years 10 and 11 students. These students were from low-, middle-, and high-

ability groupings from 28 out of the 34 government secondary schools in Brunei Dar-

ussalam. The education for the subjects science, mathematics, and geography are

conducted in the English medium from Year 4 to Year 13, hence students’ ability in

English should be adequate to respond to the items in the instrument. The instrument

What Do You Know about Alternative Energy? 215
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Table 2. Comparison of curriculum content between AAAS strand maps and Brunei syllabus for

alternative energy

USA AAAS strand map for energy resources

(National Science Digital Library, 2014)

Brunei syllabus in science for alternative energy

(UCLE, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2010)

Strand: Resources, grade range: 6–8. (Years 10 and 11)

Some resources are not renewable or renew very

slowly. Fuels already accumulated in the earth,

for instance, will become more difficult to obtain

as the most readily available resources run out.

How long the resources will last, however, is

difficult to predict. The ultimate limit may be the

prohibitive cost of obtaining them.

Describe metal ores as a finite resource

Energy from the sun (and the wind and water

energy derived from it) is available indefinitely.

Because the transfer of energy from these

resources is weak and variable, systems are

needed to collect and concentrate the energy.

Solar, hydropower, nuclear, geothermal, wind,

and chemical energy as sources of energy;

Ocean and biomass energy not mentioned

Strand: Efficient use, grade range: 9–12. The

useful energy output of a device—that is, what

energy is available for further change—is always

less than the energy input, with the difference

usually appearing as thermal energy. One goal in

the design of such devices is to make them as

efficient as possible—that is, to maximise the

useful output for a given input

(Years 10 and 11)

Calculating the efficiency of an energy

conversion their common use particularly in

electrical output

Strand: Societal and environmental implications,

grade range: 9–12

(Years 10 and 11)

When selecting fuels, it is important to consider

the relative advantages and disadvantages of each

fuel

Discussion of the social, economic, and

environmental advantages and disadvantages of

recycling metals as well as the environmental

issues associated with power generation in

general.

Industrialisation brings an increased demand for

and use of energy. Such usage contributes to

having many more goods and services in the

industrially developing nations but also leads to

more rapid depletion of the earth’s energy

resources and to environmental risks associated

with some energy resources

Nuclear reactions release energy without the

combustion products of burning fuels, but the

radioactivity of fuels and their by-products poses

other risks

(Continued)
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was administered to the students in half-hour sessions at their school locations in

specially arranged sessions.

Instrument Development and Validation

The development and validation of the instrument were guided with the process

initiated by Treagust (1988) and involved repeated cycles of three broad steps: defin-

ing the content, obtaining information about students’ conceptions, and developing

the diagnostic instrument.

Defining the Content. The content for alternative energy involved the review of the

school syllabus, textbooks, and reliable internet sources to identify those concepts

that needed to be understood as well as common alternative conceptions found

from the literature. Initially, 123 propositional content knowledge statements about

alternative energy were derived from textbooks and reliable internet sources by two

Physics education academics. They identified key information about the nature of

the source of the alternative energy and any details they could put together about

each of the alternative energy sources. These propositional content knowledge state-

ments were then verified by three Science education academics. Refining of the prop-

ositional content knowledge statements to ensure accuracy and the use of correct

grammar was made during the verification process. These 123 propositional

content knowledge statements were then independently content validated by an

expert panel made up of another four tertiary Physics university academics,

working separately. Based on their feedback as to whether or not the responses and

elements of the questions were reasonable or accurate, several of the propositional

content knowledge statements were edited or eliminated. After two further cycles of

refining the propositional content knowledge statements by the Science education

researchers, the remaining 47 propositional statements (see Figure 1) constituted

the concepts and principles for alternative energy that were used in this study. Dupli-

cations were identified and eliminated and statements were rephrased so that unam-

biguous meanings were achieved as much as possible. These revised 47 propositional

content knowledge statements were sent again to a Physics academic who proposed

refinements to the statements to ensure accuracy.

Table 2. Continued

USA AAAS strand map for energy resources

(National Science Digital Library, 2014)

Brunei syllabus in science for alternative energy

(UCLE, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2010)

Strand: Societal and environmental implications,

grade range: 6–8 different ways of obtaining,

transforming, and distributing energy have

different environmental consequences
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Figure 1. Propositional statements representing alternative energy used in this study

218 I. P.-A. Cheong et al.
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The correct conceptions for alternative energy used in this study listed in Figure 1

were categorised into the following categories: sources of alternative energy; energy

conversion in generating power; greenhouse gas emissions for each of the alternative

Figure 1. continued

What Do You Know about Alternative Energy? 219
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energy sources; costs of the production of power as well as their advantages and dis-

advantages. Hence, content validity was conducted to ensure that the content was

accurate, within the boundaries of the area of study and is appropriate for the Years

10 and 11 students.

Obtaining Information about Students’ Conceptions. To investigate possible alternative

conceptions about alternative energy sources, distractors for the second tier (reason-

ing part) of the items were obtained using the following methods. Firstly, common

alternative conceptions already identified in the literature (see Table 1) were incorpor-

ated in the first draft of the instrument. An example of an item in the first draft of the

instrument is illustrated in Figure 2.

Secondly, open-ended responses of students for the reasoning part of the instru-

ment in the first pilot study (administered to 39 Year 10 students in the age group

between 13 and 16 years old) were categorised. An example of an item in the

second draft of the instrument is found in Figure 2.

Similar meaning responses of students’ for each test item were analysed and

grouped together. Each item was then rewritten to include possible non-targeted

responses from the students as well as from the literature review. An open-ended

option (option E) was also made available for students to provide their own ideas

other than the provided distractors. If there appeared to be commonly found

reasons (mentioned more than twice), then these were utilised as distractors in the

second tier of the items for the third draft of the instrument. For example, students’

pre-conceived idea that solar thermal energy needs light energy but not heat energy in

order to generate electricity was incorporated in item 7.

Developing the Diagnostic Instrument. This stage involved three cycles of designing

and redesigning of the test items. In each cycle, the third, fourth, and fifth drafts of

Figure 2. Examples of items in drafts one and two of the instrument developed

220 I. P.-A. Cheong et al.
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the test items in the instrument were piloted by administering the draft instruments

with Year 10 students (n ¼ 68), Year 13 students (n ¼ 61), and undergraduate stu-

dents in the age group between 20 and 25 years old (n ¼ 61), consecutively. In

between these pilot studies, the items were analysed and edited to ensure that the

questions read well and were demanding appropriate levels of reading, as well as

content validated by the researchers and academics in Physics education and

English education. Comments were made on the items in the tests to correct the

terms, wording, and accuracy. Inter-rater agreement obtained with the two academics

averaged 0.9. Analyses of the pilot results obtained provided guidance on items that

were either too easy or difficult and about the adequacy of the internal reliability of

the draft test instruments. With the results obtained from the pilot studies, the

items in the test were refined. Revisions to the items were made to make the questions

clearer and eliminate ambiguous distractors.

Finally, the final version of the 20-item two-tier multiple-choice diagnostic instru-

ment ‘What do you know about alternative energy?’ was used in this study. The final

instrument was administered to 491 students (female ¼ 277; male ¼ 214) from Year

10 (n ¼ 268) and Year 11 (n ¼ 223) with ages ranging from 15 to 19 years. The

content covered for each type of alternative energy source was categorised into (i)

sources of the energy, (ii) conversion of energy in generation of electricity and effi-

ciency of energy from power plants, (iii) greenhouse emission, (iv) costs of electricity

generation, and (v) disadvantages and advantages of these alternative energy sources

(see Table 3). These categories formed the specification grid for the diagnostic instru-

ment after ensuring the propositional content knowledge statements were related to

the concepts involved.

Examples of items in the diagnostic instrument ‘What do you know about alterna-

tive energy?’ are shown in Figure 3.

Analysis Procedures

Statistical Analysis of the ‘What Do You Know about Alternative Energy?’ Diagnostic

Instrument. The responses of the 491 students to the 20 items in the ‘What do you

know about alternative energy?’ were analysed using a SPSS statistics software program.

Table 3. Summary of the concepts category, propositional knowledge statements, and item

numbers in ‘What do you know about alternative energy?’

Concepts category

Propositional

knowledge

Original 20 items

test no.

Final 12 item

test no.

Sources of alternative energy PS1–PS11 1–5 1, 3, 4, 5

Conversion of energy in generating

electricity and efficiency

PS12–PS23 6–8 0

Greenhouse gas emission PS24–PS33 9–12 9, 10, 11, 12

Cost (electricity and construction) PS34–PS38 13–14 14

Advantages and disadvantages PS39–PS47 15–20 18, 19, 20
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Data Screening. These data were screened for univariate outliers. Fifteen out-of-

range values, due to administrative errors, were identified and recoded as missing

data. The minimum amount of data for factor analysis was satisfied, with a final

sample size of 491 (using listwise deletion), providing a ratio of over 37 cases per vari-

able (Comfrey & Lee, 1992).

Sample Characteristics. A Shapiro–Wilk’s test (p . 0.05) (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965)

and a visual inspection of their histograms, normal Q–Q plots and box plots

showed that the scores were approximately normally distributed for both males and

females, with a skewness of 0.531 (SE ¼ 0.165); 0.472 (SE ¼ 0.144) and Kurtosis

of 0.456 (SE ¼ 0.328); 0.054 (SE ¼ 0.287) for the males and females, respectively

(Howitt & Cramer, 2011).

Figure 3. Examples of items from ‘What do you know about alternative energy?’
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Factor Analyses for the Instrument. Principal components analysis was used to

determine if the five categories originally used show up in the factorial analyses.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy obtained was 0.746 providing

confidence that component analyses should be performed; Bartlett’s Test of Spheri-

city showed statistically significant correlations beyond 0.000. Solutions for three

factors were each examined using oblimin rotations of the factor loading matrix.

The three factor solution only explained 37% of the variance.

Only 13 items contributed to a simple factor structure and met the minimum cri-

teria of having a primary factor loading of 0.4 or above, and no cross-loading of 0.3

or above. Five items met the minimum primary factor loading criteria but not for

cross-loading of 0.3 or below. Item 10 did not contribute to a simple factor structure

and failed to meet the minimum criteria and was eliminated from the scales used for

analyses. The three categories derived from the factorial analyses performed could be

labelled as follows: ‘Sources of alternative energy’ (a ¼ 0.61, no. of items ¼ 5; Item

nos 5, 1, 4, 19, 11, and 20; factor loadings ranging from 0.641 to 0.541); ‘Conse-

quences of utilisation of alternative energy’ (a ¼ 0.241, no. of items ¼ 3; Item nos

12, 3 and 14, with factor loadings ranging from 0.721 to 0.413); ‘Process to consider

about alternative energy’ (a ¼ 0.241, no. of items ¼ 3; Item nos 13, 18, and 9; factor

loadings ranging from 0.646 to 0.457). However, although Cronbach’s alpha for the

scale, ‘Sources of alternative energy’ (a ¼ 0.61, no. of items ¼ 5) was acceptable, the

other two scales did not present acceptable internal reliability. These three factors,

derived from factorial analyses, did not fit the original a ‘priori’ categories for the

instrument. However, Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient (a) of 0.4 for the 20

items instrument was not satisfactory as well. Hence, the 12-item instrument,

which contributed to the simple factor structure and internal reliability of Cronbach’s

alpha (a ¼ 0.61), was utilised for reporting of the results of the instrument ‘What do

you know about alternative energy?’

Item Analyses. In addition, students’ responses were used to determine the final test

instrument reading difficulty according to Fry’s readability graph (Fry, 1977).

Students’ responses were allocated one mark for each tier correct answer. Mean

scores and percentages of correctly answered items for the content part, reason

part, and for both parts (content and reason) of the items were determined. Alterna-

tive conceptions in the topic were considered commonly found if more than 10% of

the students’ responded to the items wrongly (Gilbert, 1977) and a list of the

common alternative conceptions for alternative energy was produced.

Results and Discussion

Features of the Revised ‘What Do You Know about Alternative Energy?’ Instrument

The final instrument test statistics are reported in Table 4. Cronbach’s alpha

reliability coefficient (a) for the 12-item instrument after deleting eight items (2,

6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, and 17) was 0.61 when both parts of each item were scored
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together (see Table 4). Consequently, only 12 out of the original 20 items of the

instrument were retained and used in the following analyses. The reliability (internal

consistency) of the 12-item questionnaire of 0.61 is minimally acceptable (DeVellis,

1991) or moderate for multiple-choice content tests (Nunnally, 1978) or acceptable

(Adams & Wieman, 2011; George & Mallery, 2003) for research purposes. The

internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient) for the test was low possibly due

to the wide nature of the area of study of the instrument and that most students’

conceptions of alternative energy are not coherent. The utilisation of the 12 items

instead of the original 20 items in the test had a minimum impact on the content

validity. Only one of the original categories, conversion of energy in generating elec-

tricity and efficiency was eliminated (see Table 3). The other categories were

affected by having reduced number of items.

Based on Fry’s readability graph, out of the final 12 items used for these analyses,

more than half (n ¼ 9) were at a reading grade level of between Years 7–10 and 3

items were above the reading level of Year 10. For students who use English as a

second language, the Year 10 reading level may still be too high; hence, simplification

of these items is still needed.

Students’ Understanding of Alternative Energy

The students’ scores on the content, reasons, and content with reason components

of the items are summarised in Table 4. The understanding of the students about

alternative energy sources using the ‘What do you know about alternative

energy?’ instrument was found to be very low, with a mean score of 7.03 out of a

possible of 24. The standard deviation for the mean score of the students in the

test was 3.90.

Figure 4 illustrates the results for the students, with the percentage of students who

responded correctly as the ordinate and item number as the abscissa. The highest per-

centage of correct responses achieved by the students were 41%, 43%, and 36.3% for

the content part (first tier), reason part (second tier), and the content and reason part

(both tiers), respectively. The performance of the students in the content part was

higher than the reason part for some items only (items 10, 12, and 20). For the

Table 4. Test statistics for the administration of the revised 12 items ‘What do you know about

alternative energy?’ instrument (n ¼ 491)

No. of items 12

Deleted items 2, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16

and 17

Total mean score (SD) 7.03 (3.90)

Max scores possible 24

Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (a) 0.61

No. of items with reading

grade levels

.Year 10 3 Items 5, 9, 12

Year 7–10 9
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reason part, the students performed better in the rest of the items except for item 18,

where both the content and the reason responses were almost equal. Nevertheless, the

performance for the combination of the first tier and the second tier for all the items

were less than either the content or the reason part of the items, and the understand-

ing of the students about alternative energy sources seems to be very low.

Alternative Conceptions about Alternative Energy Sources Identified by the Revised

Instrument ‘What Do You Know about Alternative Energy?’

The content part of the items contains three distracters with one choice of ‘I don’t

know’ and one correct answer. Meanwhile, the reason part of the items contains

three distracters with one choice of ‘Please state your own reason’ and one correct

answer. Hence, the possible alternative conceptions from the content, reason, and

the combination of both content and reason for the 12 items of the instrument are

36, 36, and 108, respectively. Twenty-three alternative conceptions about alternative

energy sources were found from the instrument used in this study. These alternative

conceptions are listed in Table 5.

Sources of Energy. The source of energy that can be obtained from the interior of the

earth was identified wrongly as solar energy (by 40% students) instead of geothermal

energy. Meanwhile, the reason given for this was that all heat necessarily comes from

the sun (32%). This choice could be due to many textbooks stating that all energy is

produced by the sun and the limited scope of knowledge on the various sources of

alternative energy held by the students.

Figure 4. Years 10–11 students correct responses (%) for the first and second tier and

combination (first and second tier) for the ‘What do you know about alternative energy?’ instrument
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Table 5. Years 10–11 students’ alternative conceptions of alternative energy from the revised

‘What do you know about alternative energy?’ instrument

Alternative conceptions

Choice

combination

% of

students

Sources of energy

1. Solar energy obtained from interior of the earth : as heat

necessarily comes from the sun

1A 40

1Aii 32

2. Uranium is found in pure form in the ground: as pure uranium

is obtained directly from the earth

3A 25

3Ai 15

3. Uranium is renewable and their availability is plenty 3B 12

4. In hydrogen fuel cell, the production of hydrogen does not

produce greenhouse gases

4A 38

5. Hydrogen fuel cell is considered ‘clean’ as hydrogen is the only

by-product

4B 15

Conversion of energy

6. Nuclear energy is produced in a process called nuclear fusion

where: the uranium used are combined and converted into energy

via nuclear fusion

5A 26

5Ai 18

7. Nuclear energy is produced in a process called nuclear

explosion

5B 20

Greenhouse gas emission

8. Greenhouse gases are emitted during mining, processing, and

transportation of raw materials only

9A 22

9. Greenhouse gases are emitted during construction and

decommissioning of power plants only

9B 28

10. Greenhouse gases are emitted during the generation of

electrical power only

9C 18

11. No alternative sources of energy contribute to global warming 10A 17

12. Only hydrogen fuel cell source of energy contribute to global

warming

10B 11

13. All alternative sources of energy contribute to global warming

in the same proportions as fossil fuel sources of energy

10D 13

14. Nuclear energy emits the most greenhouse gases during the

whole life cycle starting from its source to generation of electricity

11A 35

15. Solar power energy emits the most greenhouse gases during

the whole life cycle starting from its source to generation of

electricity

11C 17

16. Biodiesels are used to replace diesel because all biodiesels emit

less greenhouse gases: as all biodiesel contain less carbon

molecules compared to diesel

12C 29

12Cii 23

Cost (electricity and construction)

17. The highest cost for the construction of power plant is

hydropower: as it requires a large dam to be built

14C 43

14Ciii 25

18. The highest cost for the construction of power plants is tidal

power

14D 13

(Continued)
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Uranium was wrongly thought to be found in pure form (25%) and to be obtained

directly from the ground (15%). Uranium needed for this form of energy source exists

at very low concentrations in uranium ores and there are very few reserves known. In

addition, these ores need to be processed after being mined using open cut or under-

ground techniques in the ground (Diesendorf & Christoff, 2006). Uranium is also

mistakenly thought to be renewable and that it is plentifully available (12%) even

though the Uranium 235 needed for nuclear energy actually constitutes only 0.7%

of the natural uranium (Diesendorf & Christoff, 2006).

A hydrogen fuel cell was thought to be a clean form of energy and the reason

associated with this is that the production of hydrogen does not produce any green-

house gases (38%). However, most hydrogen needed for the fuel cells are produced

by steam-reforming of natural gas or by electrolysis, and this process emits carbon

dioxide (Hinrichs & Kleinbach, 2006). Hydrogen was thought of as the by-

product of the hydrogen fuel cell (15%), when actually water is the by-product

(Romm, 2004).

Nuclear energy was incorrectly believed (26%) to be produced by nuclear fusion or

nuclear explosions (20%) instead of nuclear fission. Nuclear fission is the process used

for production of nuclear energy with the breakdown of uranium into particles of

other elements to release a lot of energy. Further, perhaps due to the association

with the word fusion, uranium was thought to be combined and converted into

nuclear energy (18%). It is not surprising that 23% of the students did not know

how nuclear energy is produced. The alternative conception that nuclear energy is

produced in nuclear explosions found in this study is similar to that found by

Oehmen (2011).

Table 5. Continued

Alternative conceptions

Choice

combination

% of

students

Advantages and disadvantages

19. Wind energy does not kill birds or cause noise pollution 18A/18B 34/14

20. Wind energy does not kill birds or cause noise pollution, or

can only be located onshore

18D 20

21. Solar energy competes with humans for food in order to obtain

the raw materials needed as: the sun is the main source of energy

for most organisms

19Bii 24

22. Ocean thermal energy competes with humans for food in

order to obtain the raw materials needed

19C 15

23. Waste from fuel cells cannot be disposed of safely as it requires

hundreds of years to decompose

20Dii 16

Note: Numbers and letters (capital and small i or ii) under the headings ‘Choice combination’ refers

to items, for example, 1Aii refers to Item no. 1; Part A of content part of first tier of item and Choice

ii of reason part of the second tier of item and 14Ciii refers to Item no. 14; Part C of content part of

first tier of item and Choice iii of reason part of the second tier of item.
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Greenhouse Gas Emission. The concern for the emission of greenhouse gases from the

production of energy from fossil fuels has resulted in efforts to move away from it.

Hence, an understanding of whether similar amounts of greenhouse gases are

emitted from the energy generation from alternative energy sources would provide

ideas on whether to use these alternative energy. Many students did not understand

that greenhouse gases could be emitted at any stage of the life cycle of any energy gen-

eration. These stages include exploration, mining, transport of the fuel, waste man-

agement, and disposal, as well as power generation (Spadaro, Langlois, &

Hamilton, 2000). Instead, greenhouse gases were misunderstood to be emitted

during mining, processing, and transportation only (22%), or during construction

and decommissioning of power plants only (27%), or during the generation of electri-

cal power (18%). Only 20% of the students correctly answered that greenhouse gases

are emitted in all the three processes (Spadaro et al., 2000).

The contribution to global warming is less through production of greenhouse emis-

sion from any stage of energy generation from all alternative energy sources than that

from energy generated from fossil fuels (Morgil, Secken, Yucel, Ozyalcin-Oskay,

Yavuz, & Ural, 2006) and this was understood by 37% of the students. However,

the reasoning that alternative energy sources release less greenhouse gases compared

to fossil fuels since less carbon-based fuels are used was less understood (20%). On

the other hand, it was assumed that none of the alternative sources of energy contrib-

ute to global warming (17%) or only hydrogen fuel cells contribute to global warming

(11%). Further, all alternative sources of energy were also thought to contribute to

global warming to the same proportion as fossil fuels (13%). As technology capacity

improves, this could very well be true in the future (Weisser, undated).

The emission of greenhouse gases needs to be considered throughout the whole life

cycle of the process of power generation, starting from extraction of its source to the

generation of electricity (Evans, Strezov, & Evans, 2009). The life cycle of the emis-

sion of greenhouse gases was correctly understood to be highest with biomass (16%).

However, nuclear energy (35%) and solar power energy (17%) were wrongly thought

to be highest emitters of greenhouse gases. There was also misunderstanding that all

biodiesels would emit less greenhouse gases than diesel (30%), and this was attributed

to all biodiesels containing less carbon molecules compared to diesel (23%). The gen-

eration of greenhouse gas to produce biofuel depends on whether the raw material is

derived from rainforests and peatlands (in which case the emissions are more) or from

plantations (Danielsen et al., 2009).

Cost (Construction and Electricity). In terms of the costs for construction of power

plants between the four alternative sources of energy—ocean thermal, wave, hydro-

power, and tidal power—ocean thermal costs are the highest because they require a

lot more infrastructure (Open EI, 2012). However, the misunderstanding that

power plant construction costs are the highest for hydropower (43%) was because a

large dam needs to be built (25%). Another misunderstanding was that plant con-

struction costs were highest for tidal power (13%). This view could be due to more
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references to costs of electricity generation per unit of megawatt hour (Open EI, 2012)

rather than of construction of power plants and very little information for ocean

thermal power generation. Only costs of more common forms of alternative energies

are being calculated and projected (U.S. Energy Information Administration

[USEIA], 2013).

Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternative Energy. Other considerations aside from

greenhouse gas emission, are cost and whether the source can be accessed easily in an

area, include matters such as whether or not the generation of energy from these

alternative energy sources would be detrimental to the environment or for human sur-

vival. Wind energy power generation is often misunderstood and confused. Wind

power plants produce noise up to only 300 metres and the sound level is about

40 dB, which is an acceptable sound level in any country. Wind turbines do not kill

a lot of birds but do kill less than two birds per turbine per year (Mathew, 2006).

However, the killing of birds (31%) or noise pollution (14%) was considered to be

not true. Wind power plants could be located offshore as well as onshore (Mathew,

2006). However, the location of wind power seems to be misunderstood to be

located only onshore in combination with wind power plants not killing birds and

not producing noise (20%).

In terms of competition for food, solar energy (21%) and ocean thermal energy

(16%) are mistakenly thought to be competing with humans for food. Biomass

energy sources generation would compete with humans for food as the harnessing

from plantations requires a lot of land that could otherwise be used for food gener-

ation (USEIA, 2009; McDonald, Fargione, Kiesecker, Miller, & Powell, 2009;

Melillo et al., 2009). Meanwhile, the reason for solar energy to compete for food

with humans seems to arise from the point usually stated that the sun is the main

source of energy for most organisms.

Regarding the safe disposal of waste generated from the use of alternative energy,

fuel cells are mistakenly thought to be more difficult to dispose of safely (16%)

than the other forms of alternative energy and this is attributed to the reason that

the waste generated from fuel cell requires hundreds of years to decompose. It

takes thousands of years for nuclear energy waste to decay to safe levels (World

Nuclear Association, 2009).

Conclusions and Implications for Science Education

The instrument ‘What do you know about alternative energy?’ was developed and

evaluated to provide an idea if it is suitable for utilisation by teachers to elicit

alternative concepts in students and to determine the level of understanding of

alternative energy sources. In addition, the understanding and common alternative

conceptions about alternative energy were identified in order that these could be

highlighted and addressed in the planning of teaching and learning about alternative

energy sources.
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‘What Do You Know about Alternative Energy?’ Instrument

The 12-item two-tier diagnostic instrument ‘What do you know about alternative

energy?’ was shown to be a viable and useful instrument to determine students’ under-

standing of alternative energy sources and the common alternative conceptions about

alternative energy that need to be addressed. However, improvements in the ‘What do

you know about alternative energy?’ instrument could be made. This could be done if

some of the items that were deleted (8 out of 20 original items) were reworded to

determine correct conceptions or by simplifying the items that are of reading levels

more than Year 10 (Items 5, 6, 9, 12, 13) for better readability. The rewording of

some of the deleted items would have made these useable. For example, the term

‘chemical’ needed to be changed to ‘nuclear’ for the energy conversions in a

nuclear power plant (Item 6). The distractor referring to the sun as the main

source of energy (in item 19) or heat necessary comes from the sun (item 1) is too

general and seems to have led students to favour this as an answer, so it needs to be

replaced with less ambiguous and more specific distracters. In item 13, it is possible

that students did not know the meaning of the phrase ‘remediation of waste’ in one

of the distractors. Hence the word ‘remediation’ could be replaced with simpler

words such as ‘methods to reverse environmental damage’.

Item 10 investigated the extent to which alternative energy contributed to global

energy needs and was found to be an outlier using direct oblimin rotation solution

for factorial analyses. The wording in item 10 focused on global warming rather

than greenhouse gas emission. Hence, a revision of item 10 to focus on greenhouse

gas emission rather than global warming could be considered instead.

Although the factorial analyses produced three possible factors, the internal

reliabilities for two of the scales were not acceptable so these two factors could be

strengthened through rewriting or changing the items (Items 12, 3, 14 for one

factor and items 13,18, 9 for another factor).

The results from the administration of this instrument are different from other

many two-tier tests, in that the students’ achievement was not always higher with

the content part of the items (first tier) compared with the reason part of the items

(second tier). This possibly shows that there was limited content knowledge of the

topic. However, generally, with both parts of the items (content and reasons), the

results are lower than either the content or the reasoning part of the items. This

finding could mean that the students responded to the items without much under-

standing based on rote learning or that this area of study is covered in lessons

superficially.

The Implications for Teaching and Learning about Alternative Energy Sources

An updated version of the instrument could be utilised with students from various

countries to increase the instrument’s validity and reliability. The test instrument

designed, with further improvement suggested from this study, could be used prior

to formal instruction so that teaching plans and strategies could be modified to
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address identified alternative conceptions. The use of the instrument is particularly

helpful if teachers and researchers are unaware of students’ conceptions and how to

incorporate the conceptions of alternative energy sources in the teaching process. If

alternative conceptions or misunderstandings are identified, remedial action could

be taken immediately, before they become too deeply entrenched in the students’ cog-

nitive frameworks. The instrument could also be used to evaluate students’ under-

standing after formal instruction, as well as to help teachers prepare for courses on

alternative energy.

Using this instrument, Years 10 and 11 Bruneian students’ understanding of

alternative energy was found to be low. The results of this study drew attention to

the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum that the students follow, and the

need for educators to highlight those concepts that are best understood and which

need to receive more emphasis. For example, the students’ understanding of costs

of construction for electricity generation is poor. This could point to the limited atten-

tion given to the economics of electricity generation in the education of the students.

A search in the Science curricula (University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syn-

dicate [UCLES], 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2010) showed that the content part did not

cover the topic for costs of alternative energy. Conversely, in the assessment objectives

of the economics syllabus Years 10–11 (UCLES, 2010), students are supposed to be

able to evaluate the social and environmental implications of particular courses of

economic action. For students taking science subjects but not economics, aspects

of costs for alternative energy may not be dealt with. Information concerning the

various forms of alternative energy and the important features, needed for decision-

making, such as costs and the greenhouse gas emissions, were difficult to obtain

and only recently made transparent and easier to compare with the emergence of

new databases which compare costs (Open EI, 2012) and greenhouse gas emissions

(Weisser, undated). Hence it not surprising to find out from this study that knowledge

and understanding about various forms of alternative energy sources is limited.

The understanding of alternative energy involves understanding the science of

energy production, economics (costs and benefits), and effects of power generation

on the environment. In effect, an interdisciplinary approach to the teaching and learn-

ing of the area of alternative energy needs to be used to promote better understanding

of the topic. Although suggestions for alternative energy education have been made in

the past (Scott, 1980), such as for nuclear energy, this does not seem to have occurred.

This study provided evidence that Years 10 and 11 students in Brunei hold several

common alternative conceptions about alternative energy. Perhaps this is not

altogether surprising given the country’s dependence on fossil fuels and despite the

current need for emphases of alternative energy in the curriculum. With enhanced

understanding, important decisions concerning the type of alternative energy for

future power generation in the country could have less chance of being based on

poor understanding.

Further studies using improved versions of this instrument could be carried out

with other students in different levels, with teachers as well as with members of the

public. Similar instruments developed specifically for each type of alternative
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energy such as solar energy, hydropower, and wind would promote better understand-

ing of the details of each of the sources of energy.
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